®

A3500 PowerPeel Microdermabrasion System
Parts Description
1)

Vacuum Meter

Indicates the power setting for the vacuum flow (suction).

2)

Regulator Knob

This regulates the power setting for the vacuum flow (suction).

3)

System Switch

Located on the front of the A3500.

4)

Fan Light

Light indicating fan is on.

5)

Clean Crystal Container

Houses the clean crystals.

6)

Clean Container Cap

Clean Container Cap is easily removed by lifting up on the cap to add crystal
to the container. Place cap back onto container and push down to secure
seal.

7)

Waste Crystal Container

Houses the used (waste) crystals.

8)

Waste Container Lid

Waste Container Lid is easily removed by lifting up on the cap to dispose of
used crystals. Place lid back onto the container and push down to secure
seal.

9)

Waste Filter (blue)

Stops the crystals from getting into the vacuum pump. Waste filter is located
in the waste container.

10)

Fitting for Crystal Delivery
Tube

Fitting where Crystal Delivery Tube is connected.

11)

Elbow for Crystal Recovery
Tube

Elbow where Crystal Recovery Tube is connected.

12)

Crystal Delivery Tube (small)

One end of the tubing connects to the fitting and the other end connects to the
handpiece.

13)

Crystal Recovery Tube (large)

One end of the tubing connects to the elbow and the other end connects to
the handpiece.

14)

Operator Handpiece

Applicator that vacuums crystals across the surface of the skin.

15)

Disposal Plastic Tip

A plastic tip that is placed at the end of the handpiece to direct crystal flow.

16)

Fan Switch

Located in left rear corner of system. Turn the switch to the “on” position
when starting the microdermabrasion system. This acts as a cooling system
for the machine (not visible in photo).

17)

Power Cord Plug

Located in left rear corner of system. Plugs into 120 Volt wall outlet
(not visible in photo).

18)

Fuse Housing

Located in center rear of system. Contains two 5 AMP fuses
(not visible in photo).

19)

Serial Number Plate

Manufacturer’s identifying serial number located in center rear of cabinet
(not visible in photo).

To order the above parts, call UBS Aesthetics at 1-800-925-5022.

